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No waiting rooms.
No hassle.
Just a great healhthcare experience.

No waiting rooms. No hassle.
Just an exceptional healthcare experience.
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REZILIENT HEALTH ANNOUNCED AS 
SEMIFINALIST IN THE $10M ANA AVATAR XPRIZE

Rezilient Health’s robotic avatar technology 
has been selected as one of 38 teams from 16 
countries to advance to the semifinals for the 
prestigious ANA Avatar XPRIZE.

Rezilient’s robotic telehealth technology is a perfect fit for the ANA Avatar XPRIZE.

Rezilient’s founders, Danish Nagda, MD and Jeff Gamble, PhD, have experienced first-hand how our current healthcare system 
can fail to meet the needs of patients and their families. They realised that to deliver the highest quality healthcare close to home, 
there must be a better way to do it than either the traditional brick-and-mortar model and the telehealth offerings that have 
proliferated during the COVID-19 pandemic.

They have developed innovative telerobotic technology that enables doctors to remotely control the positioning of medical 
devices through Rezilient’s telehealth platform.  The telerobots give the doctor unprecedented control to perform physical 
assessments such as dermatology, cardiology, ophthalmology, otolaryngology, obstetrics and vascular exams from anywhere in the 
world in real-time.

That means the patient can be close to home at one of Rezilient’s neighborhood hubs – or perhaps even in their own home – and 
see the specialists they need without the sometimes prohibitive travel and time involved with seeing medical specialists. 
 
It’s a huge leap beyond the current telehealth platforms which – while they have advantages in a global pandemic – leave doctors 
with limited tools for diagnoses, which often means the patient needs to schedule a further appointment for an in-person exam for 
their doctor to perform an objective physical assessment.

Ultimately, Rezilient’s robotic telehealth technology will remove the time, cost and travel barriers to accessing quality healthcare 
and deliver convenient, timely access specialists to more people, making it more likely that they’ll focus on their physical and 
mental wellbeing.

The next stage of the ANA Avatar XPRIZE will be the semifinals testing round in September 2021. Teams will need to devise a 
scenario that demonstrates the capabilities of their system to a panel of expert judges to be selected as one of up to 20 teams to 
advance to the final round announced in October 2021.

For more information on the ANA Avatar XPRIZE go to https://www.xprize.org/prizes/avatar

The $10M ANA Avatar XPRIZE is a four-year global competition 
focused on the development of an avatar system that will transport a 
human’s sense, action and presence to a remote location in real time 
– that is, a robotic system controlled by a person and interacting with 
an environment or a person at a distance.

The competition seeks to incentivize innovators around the world 
to integrate emerging and exponential technologies to enable 
humankind to take the next step in transcending the limits of physical 
transportation, leading to a more connected world.

https://www.xprize.org/prizes/avatar
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THE REZILIENT DIFFERENCE
No waiting rooms. No hassle. Just an exceptional healthcare experience.

Rezilient is a new healthcare platform that gives 
you quality healthcare when you need it, where you 
want it. 

By building neighborhood hubs to extend their telehealth offering, 
Rezilient offers customers the choice of receiving healthcare in their 
home or in a streamlined clinic setting. 

The pandemic has exposed telehealth’s limits. Despite its rise 
during COVID-19, 80% of telehealth visits still require an in-person 
appointment for physical exams, labs, or imaging. And we all know 
how time-consuming those in-person visits can be: first there’s the 
travel to the clinic, then waiting to see a doctor who is often running 
behind schedule, waiting for another practitioner to draw blood or 
perform imaging...it can suck up half a day.

Rezilient has cleverly bridged this gap by combining the convenience of telehealth with hands-on care. If your appointment is 
a straightforward script refill or something routine, “traditional” telehealth is still an easy option. 

But if you’re one of the 8 out of 10 who needs an in-person appointment, a Rezilient hub is 
going to be a game-changer. At any one of the neighborhood hubs - strategically placed 
to be centrally located, close to public transit and close to parking - you can get access to 
your doctor, no matter where they are.

When you arrive at the hub, the experience is seamless. You use the app to enter, and you’re immediately greeted by the hub 
technician. Your vitals are taken, then the technician launches your telehealth appointment on the big screen. You and your 
doctor - who can be anywhere in the US - discuss the findings and come up with a plan. The hub technician gets your labs 
and sends off the scripts.

And that’s it! Schedule a follow-up via telehealth and the rest of the day is yours.
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OUR FOUNDERS
Jeff and Danish know what it means to care.

They’re Physicians, Engineers & Caregivers.

Jeff and Danish have experienced how our current healthcare system can fail to meet the needs of 
patients and their families. Both know first-hand the difficulties associated with caregiving, especially 
from a distance, and it has become clear to them that we must reduce our reliance on brick-and-
mortar healthcare to deliver the highest value care close to home.

After speaking to countless physicians, they’ve heard the same rationale for resisting current virtual 
care solutions for outpatient care: Doctors don’t see themselves consistently using telehealth because 
of the inability to perform objective physical assessments through videoconferencing.

We believe that this current gap between in-person and internet-based outpatient care can be 
addressed by incorporating recent advances in medical robotics and digital health into the clinic. 
Through our web-based care command center, physicians can assume control of a mobile medical 
robot in our network, allowing them to deliver in-person care from a distance.
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OUR TEAM
ENGINEERS AND ADVISORS

Ilker Tunay PhD
Director of Engineering

Mohit Lala
R&D Engineer

Alesha Henley
Marketing Advisor

Shawn McLean-Bergel
Interior Designer

Salina Brown
Product and Design Advisor

Sar Ruddenklau
Brand Design

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ilkertunay/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mohit-lala/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/alesha-henley/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shawnmcleanbergel/?originalSubdomain=uk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/salinabrown/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sarruddenklau/
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PRESS
REZILIENT IN THE MEDIA

https://entrepreneuriallythinking.com/2020/04/29/ethinkstl-april-encore-episode-4-172-jeff-gamble-rezilient/
https://www.geekwire.com/2020/melinda-gates-pivotal-ventures-techstars-unveil-cohort-future-longevity-accelerator/
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3FqnTgh3JIslmWoJChX26E
https://www.inc.com/renee-wittemyer-jason-towns/why-america-needs-more-innovation-in-eldercare.html
https://link.medium.com/djDOiMwSs6
https://www.bizjournals.com/stlouis/news/2021/02/25/pandemic-has-helped-some-entrepreneurs-save-time.html
https://www.techrepublic.com/article/7-predictions-for-how-technology-will-shape-healthcare-in-2021/
https://siliconprairienews.com/2019/06/rezilient-enables-doctors-to-perform-physical-exams-over-the-internet/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/something-extra/id1438624921?i=1000470954988
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DIGITAL DOWNLOADS
LOGOS AND PRESS PHOTOS

Download Rezilient logo and image pack here

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1MnsJ_GvAQhUjzRCQ-BhBxD2TIsgDqtB6?usp=sharing
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No waiting rooms.
No hassle.
Just a great healhthcare experience.

GET IN TOUCH

info@rezilienthealth.com

mailto:info%40rezilienthealth.com?subject=

